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U. S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION REGION I
OPERATOR LICENSING EXAMINATION REPORT

EXAMINATION REPORT NOS. 50-317/84-10
50-318/84-10

FACILITY DOCKET NOS. 50-317 and 50-318

FACILITY LICENSE NOS. DPR-53 and DPR-69

LICENSEE: Baltimore Gas and Electric Company
P. O. Box 1475
Baltimore, Maryland 21203

FACILITIES: Ca'lvert Cliffs Units 1 and 2

DATES: April 30, 1984 - May 4, 1984

CHIEF EXAMINER: May 24, 1984
D. F. Joyso,n/ Date

APPROVED BY: b, b> khs (r'l+/
Chief, Project Section 10 te /

SUMMARY: Written examinations were administered to five SRO's and one R0
candidate. Oral examinations were administered to the five SR0's and waivered
for the R0 candidate due to his successful passing of a previously administered
oral examination on October 10, 1983. All candidates passed both the oral-and
written examinations.
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REPORT DETAILS

TYPE OF EXAMS: Initial Replacement X Requalification

EXAM RESULTS:

| R0 | SR0 _l Inst. Cert | Fuel Handler |
| Pass / Fail | Pass / Fail | Pass / Fail | Pass / Fail I
I I I I I

I I I I I I

IWritten Exam i 1/0 | 5/0 I / i / |
| | | | | |
| 1 I I I i
10ral Exam | / | 5/0 | / | / |
| I I I I I
I I I I I I
| Simulator Examl / | / | / | / |
1 I I I i l
I 1. I I I i
10verall I 1/0 | 5/0 I / | / |
| 1 i i l l
I I I I I I

1. CHIEF EXAMINER AT SITE: D.-- F. Johnson

2. OTHER EXAMINERS: N. Dudley

3. PERSONS EXAMINED

R0 .SRO

Wilson, John N. Chandlee, Richard S.
Grooms, James V.
King, Dennis B.
Naley, Paul D.

'Shick, Bruce B.
_
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1. Summary of generic strengths or deficiencies noted on oral exams:

Examiners noted that candidates were well prepared for examinations..
There appears to be a general weakness in understanding the degree or
magnitude of changes in plant parameters during severe transient
conditions.

2. Summary of generic strengths or deficiencies noted from grading of written
exams:

No generic weaknesses were noted on the written exams. Overall grades
were good.

3. Comments on availability and candidate familiarization with plant
reference material:

Several candidates were unable to properly classify events in accordance
with the emergency plan procedures.

4. Comments on availability and candidate familiarization with plant design,
procedure, T. S. changes and LERs:

All candidates exhibited a thorough knowledge of Technical
Specifications, recent LER's and procedures with exception of comments
noted in item 1 and 3 above.

5. Comments on interface effectiveness with plant training staff and plant
operations staff during exam period.

The plant staff was extremely cooperat ve during all phases of the~

examination process.

6. Improvements noted in training programs as a result of prior operator
licensing examinations / suggestions, ete:

None noted.
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7. Personnel Present at Exit Meeting:
NRC Personnel

.D. F. Johnson, Chief Examiner

NRC Contractor Personnel

None

Facility Personnel

J. Hill, Supervisor, Operations Instructor
J. Yoe, Senior Operations Instructor (Nuclear)

8. Summary of NRC Comments made at exit interview:

At the conclusion of the administration of examinations, the Chief
Examiner met with representatives of the plant staff to discuss the
results of the oral examinations. They were informed that all candidates
passed the operating portion of the examination.

'

Generic weaknesses noted in items 1 and 3 above were discussed in detail.
4

The Chief Examiner stated that the candidates were well prepared for the
examinations.

9. Summary of facility comments and commitments made at exit interview:
~

None.

10. CHANGES MADE TO WRITTEN EXAM

At the conclusion'of the written examination, the examiners met' with J.
Hill, J. Yoe,.E. Chrzanowski,- B. Hiestand and C. Andrews of'the
Operations Training Department to. review the written examinations and
answer keys. The license's comments and our resolution of these comments
are enclosed.

Attachment:

Written ~ Examination (s) and Answer Key (s) (SRO/RO)

.
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The following is a list of the comments noted during the review of the SRO and
RO examinations and the resolution of these comments.

RO EXAM

3.01 Answer key item a. added the words " process radiation monitor" to
provide clarification and acceptance of this wording in addition to letdown
line monitor, a plant specific terminology.

SRO EXAM

5.4 part b.2 deleted this question due to the terminology
" saturated nucleate boiling" which was an unfamiliar term to the candidates and
conflicted with question 5.4 part b.1., and is not a universally accepted term.

7.2 part b. deleted, the question as worded would not elicit the correct
answer due to the fact that the LPSI pumps would be tripped on a RAS.

The fotlowing changes were made after discussions with the facility staff and
verification of their comments.

5.7 the term 10 ' amps was changed to 10 '% to reflect plant specific
instrumentation.

5.9.b answer key was changed to accept an alternative plausible response that
" fast fission is more effective than fast leakage" in answer to why beta-eff
is lass than beta.

6.2.k changed question from " air ejector S/G blowdown activity" to " condenser
off gas S/G blowdown activity" to reflect plant specific nomenclature.

6.3.b.4 addea additional plausible response of " intermediate stop valves
.

open" with respect to specific plant conditions.

6.5 changed answer A.3 to accept either "CEA function" or " planar radial
peaking factor" plant specific terminology.

7.2 added additional plausible response A.6 " service water heat exchanger
outlet returns to its pre-incident position" on a RAS.

7.4 placed brackets around 1578 psia and below 537 F to indicate setpoints not
required for full credit.

7.10 added'to part C answer an additional ~ plausible response " isolate RCP
bleedoff".

8.11 added to answer on part a. the shutdown margin'for Unit 1 of 4.3 AK/K
in addition to the.5.2 AK/K for Unit 2 since the question did not state which

funit but asked for the minimum allowable shutdown margin for mode 1 operation.

!
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*U. S. HUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
7

SENIOR REACTOR OPERATOR LICENSE EXAMINATION

FACILITY: _CALUEEI_CLIEES__________

REACTOR TYPE: _CE=CWE__________________

DATE ADMINISTERED:_Bd20,5401________________ ,

EXAMINER: _SIEEIERA_G._____________

APPLICANT: __________. _____________

INSIEUCIIONS_ID.AEELICANIl
Write answers on one side onlu.Uso separate esper for the answers.

Staple ouestion sheet on toe of the answer shuets. Points for each

suostion are indicated in rarentheses after the aucution. The russinscrode reuulreu at least 70% in each categora and a final grade of at

losht 80%. Examination Papers will be ricked ur six (6) hours after

the examination starts.

% OF ,

CATEGORY % OF APPLICANT'S CATEGORY

__U$LUE_ _IDIAL ___ SCORE ___ _UALUE__ ______________CAIEGORX_____________

________ 5. THEORY OF NUCLEAR POWER PLANT_2A.50__ _2A.82 ___________ OPERATION, FLUIDS, AND
THERH0 DYNAMICS

________ 6. PLANT SYSTEMS DESIGNe CONTROL,
_25.00__ _25 38 ___________

AND INSTRUMENTATION
. '

_2d.00__ _2A.32 ________ 7. PROCEDURES - NORMAL, ABNORMAL,
___________

EMERGENCY AND RADIOLOGICAL
CONTROL

8. ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEllURES,
.25.00__ _23.38 ___________________ CONDITIONS, AND LIMITATIONS

________ TOTAtS_28.50__ 100.00 ___________

FINAL GRADE _________________%

All work done on this examination is av own. I have neither
civen nor received aid.

__-________-_______________________
APPLICANT'S SIGNATURE
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5.__IWEDRY_DE_NUCLEAE_EDWER_ELAWI_DEEEAIION2_ELUIDS2_auD PAGE 2
IWERUDDYNAMICS

l

QUESTION 5.01 (3.00)

Compare the CALCULATED Estimated Critical Position (ECP) for a
stortue to bu performed 4 hours after a trip from 100% powere to .

tho ACTUAL control rod Position if the followind events / conditions
occurred. Consider each indupendentlu. Limit vuur answer to HIGHER
thane LOWER than, or SAME cs the ECP.

,

c. One reacto r coolant pump is stopeud two minutus prior to
criticalitw. (0.6)

.b. The startue is delawud until 8 hours after the trip. (0.6)

c. The steam dune pressure setPoint is increased to a value Just
below the Steam Generator saftes valve sutpoint. (0.6)

d. Condenser vacuum is reduced bw 4 inches of Hercuru. (0.6)

o. All Steam Gunurator levuls are belns raised bw 5% as the ECP
is reached. (0.6)

GUESTION 3.02 (2.00)

a. Explain the difference between available NPSH and minimum
reauired NPSH. (1.0)

b. As the speed of a centrifugal Pump increasest do the followins
increase, decrease, or remain the same?

1. Available NPSH

2. Minimum reouired NPSH (1.0)

GUESTION 3.03 (3.00)

Brief1w EXPLAIN how the addition of 0.5% Positive reactivitw
to a suberitical reactor would affect the followind: (No
calculations are reauired.)

a. THE CHANGE IN THE COUNT RATE: (if the recetor wou slight 1w
suberitical Cuhutdown maruin = 1%3 as compared to great 1w

suberitical Eshutdown margin n 5%3). (1.5)

b. The TIME TO REACH A STABLE COUNT RATE: Cfor the diffurunt
shutdown marsin conditions in (a.) above.] (1.5)

i
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5 __IBEORY_DE_WUCLEAR_EDWER_ELAMI_DEERAIIONA_ELUIDS _AND PACE 3
IWESHODYNeBICS

i

,

QUESTION 5.04 (3.50) )

a. What is the most significarit twee of heat transfer (conduction,
convection, or radiation) takins place undur each cf the ,

following conditions? Consider each condition separatelu.
i

1. Nucleate boilins.
2. Accident condition in which coolant is boiled and converted

te steam in the reactor vessel.
3. Heat from fission thru the fuel rod.
4. Ducau huat removal bw natural circulation. (2.0)

!

b. Indicate on wour answer sheet whether the followind statements
are TRUE or FALSE. No explanation is ruauirud.-

'

1. For normc1 Pressurized Water Reactor (PWR) operatione NO
bulk boiling (saturated nucleate boiling) occurs in the
reactor vessel.

,

2. --- QUESTION DELETED---

3. The point at which the heat transfer COEFFICIENT is at
its HAXIMUM value is called " departure from nuelante
boilins'.;

4. As RCS Pressure increases, a smaller heat flux (BTU /hr ft)
occurs with a constant temperature diffurence
(Twall - Tsat). (1.5)

1

.

QUESTION 5.05 (3.50)

e. Although the U238 resonance carture evaks broaden and flatten
~

<

with increased fuel temperaturue the. area under the peak
'

remains the same. Whw then is there an increase in neutron
capture as the fuel' temperature is increased? (1.0)

b. Does the fuel temperature coefficient (PCM/ F) INCREASE or
DECREASE as fuel temperature.ls increased? (0.5)

c. HOW AND WHY'does the moderator temrerature coefficient (MTC),

change (more or less nesativu) as temperature is inervasud at
-a constant boron concentratione in an undermoderuted corei (1.0)

d. HOW AND,WHY dous thu HTC chandu 39 boron coneontration is
increased at a constant temperaturce.in an undermoderated

! core? (1.0)

i
!

I
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11__IWEDEY_DE_WUCLEAE_EDWEE_ELONI_DEEEaIION2_ELUIDSA_oWD PACE 4
IWERMODIN45ICS

QUESTION 5.06 (1.50)

Explain whw reactor coolant sustem delta T can be used as a
ceasure of reactor powere but secondaru coolant delta T
cennot. (1.5)

QUESTION 5.07 (3.50)

a. After criticalitw is achievede the startup rrocedure reuuires
the operator to luvul Power at 10 -4 % to rucord critical
data. The operator establishes a ZERO DPH SUR and verifiou that
the I/R indication is stuadu with no rod motion. After taking
data, the operator notices that Power is increoGinde
E >: Plain whw? (1.4)

b. Whw was 10 -4 % selected as the Point for takins critical
data? (2.1)

QUESTION S.08 (1.50)
,

HOW and WHY is fuel centerline temperature affected bw the
following: (conside r wach independent 1w)

e. Fuel densification?

b. Fission Product Was buildup IN the fuel relict?

c. Clad crueP7 (1.5)

QUESTION 5.09 (2.00)

Bota is the fraction of all neutrons released bw fiunion which
are delswed;

o. When comparing the individual Beta's from thermal ficcion
of U235, Pu239 and fast fission of U238, which Buta is
largest? (0.5)

b. In a C-E PWR, whu is Beta-off less than Buta? (0.5)

c. For vouivclent Positive reactivitw additions to a criticci
reactor, will the SUR be lardor or s ma ll u i- at EOL compared
to BOL7 Explain wour answer. (1.0)

_-_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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5.__IWEORY_DE_ NUCLEAR _EDWER_ELANI_DEEEaIIONa ELUIDS4_cND PACE 5
IWERHODYNedICS

GUESTION 5.10 (1.00)

TRUE or FALSE?

o, Comparins a Parallel-flow heat exchurige r- to a counter-flow
heat exchanger, the toine e ra tu re di f f e rstice butweest the two
fluids along the length of the heat exchanger tubes is more
uniforia for the parallul-flow huat exchander. (0.5)

b. The heat tvansfer- rate of a cross-flow heut exchandur i s,
constant along the lunJth of the hout exchunuur tubus. (0.5)

1

I

;

__ _ , ._,
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6.__ELANI_SXSIIMS_DESIGW4_ COWIE 0La_AND_IUSIEUMEWIAIIDH PAGE 6

QUESTION 6.01 (3.00)

The following concerns the control rod drive suutum:

a. The followind concern failure of a CEA lift coil with the .

rod fullw withdrawn)

1. Expl aire whw the rod WILL or WILL NOT drop.

2. Explain whw the rod WILL or WILL NOT move on a demand
signal. (1.5)t

b. What means exist to determine whether a control rod is
withdrawing proper 1w? (Five SEPERATE sutens indications

reauired) (1.5)

CUESTION 6.02 (3.00)
.

Match the following indications / Parameters wou would use to
differentiate betwwwn the two uccidunts within each group.
(Assume steadw state 70% reactor power).

1. Small LOCA outside containment a. Tave
AND S/G tube rupture (3-rouuired) b. RCS rressure

c. Prrr. level
2. Small LOCA insido containment d. VCT Invel

AND feedwater breck inside e. Containment: Pressure,

containment urutream check valve tempuraturer humiditv
'

(7 reuuired) f. Contaiquent airborne,
s. stuam Riow

3. Steam break outside containment h. stuam pressure

AND small LOCA outside containment i. feedwater flow
(5 reouired) J. S/G 1evel

k. Cond. off-gas /S/G
blowdown activiLw (3.0)

QUESTION 6.03 (3.50)

The following concern the unit 1 main turbine:

o. When the master trip relaw is energized due to a trip signal,
what actuations are initiated? (Four ruouired) (2.0)

6. What THREti events occur when thw master ruuut pushbutton

is actuated? (1.5)

_ __ .. ___ . --
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4.__ELAWI_SYSIEMS_DESICWa_CONIROLa_eWD_INSIEUBENIeIIDW PACE 7

QUESTION 6.04 (1.50)

What TWO conditions are reouired to generate a pire rupture
oignal in the Auu. Feudwater swstem? (1.5)

GUESTION 6.05 (2.50)

Concerning the axial power distribution reactor triei

c. What inputs are used to generste the APD signal and where
is each input received from? (1.5)

b. What initiates an APD channel trip signc17 (1.0)

|
|

QUESTION 6.06 (3.50)

Dancribe how the Steam Dume and Bweass swstem will function
I en a result of the following transients: (Be.upacific)

'
a. 10% load rejection from 35% power (1.5)

b. Turbine trip from 75% Power (2.0)

.

QUESTION 6.07 ( .25)

Which of the following IS NOT e direct input to the TM/LP trip
circuit?

o. Reactor power

b. Primarw-riow

c. Primarv temperature

d. Axial flux index (0.25)
>

_ _ _ - . . _ _ _ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ . . _ _ . . _ _ _ _ . _ . . _ _ ._ m____._
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6.__ELAWI_SXSIEMS_DESIGWa_CONIROL2_0HD_INSIEUBENIAIl0W PAGE B !
l

QUESTION 6.08 (1.25)

a. What is the purpose of the TWO hidh range damma monitors
located in thu containmunt? (o.25)

.

b. Where are these high ranse siamme monito rs located in the

containment? (1.0)

GUESTION 6.09 (2.25)

Doocribe what automatica11w haPPenS ih eCCh of the folloWinn
ewstemt uPon receiving a SIAS signal.

.

a. Chemical and Volume Control sustem (1.5)

b. Service water swstem (0.75)

:

QUESTION 6.10 (1.25)

e. List the setPoint and ranse over which the high SUR trip
is enabled. (0.60)

b. Whw is the high SUR trip not reuuired above und below this
range? (0.65)

.

QUESTION 6.11 (3.00)
~

Describe the Primarw protection function or basas for the following I

roactor tries. i

c. thermal margin / low Pressure
b. axial Power distribution
c. high' reactor power

d. high rate of chande of reactor Power
o. high Pressurizer Pressure

| f. containment hidh Pressure
( d. low steam generator water level
l h. low steam genurator Pressure

i. low reator coolant flow
J. manual (3.0)

i

. -- - -
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RADIOLOO3 CAL COUIEUL \ % l
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'E.r

QUESTID)! 7.01 I (2.50)
' . s

o. Accordirig to 'EOP-7 (Fuel Handling Incident) what are the FIVE
reuulevd liesnediate setlun stwru for a fuel handling incidunt .

on the COMT'A'INHENT sNe7 (2.0)

b. What dif urent action stup lu roouired if it happunud in the
au> cilia rw building? * (0.5)

,-

' NOTE: An ACTION STEP maw havu HULTIPLE uetionu und/or
chsIrcks.'

,

',5 .s ,

QUESTION ,7'.02
'

(1.50)

Ari uver[ that, has hareened at 'several PWR's, including Calvert
Cliffs,. was an inadvurtantlw generatud RAS while on shutdown
c,noliriff'iri mode 6.

e
o. List the 5 autossatic actions that en RAS will cause. (1.5)

'

,' DELETED----- 'b. ----
,

4

'

( . ( s 1 s
u

7

5,
. ,,

7 03, (1.50) !'QUESTION q
Nso . W h'a t are the Calvert Cli f f s ' administrative limits coriee rning..

ww wU w e ou de t.v e l u , and sua-1w dbulu bodu radiation dur.v? (0.9)

b. Whose weeroval is necesserw s erior to e> ceeding EACH ut the
above dobe limits? (0.6)

i \

'
, i

TGUESTION 7,04 (3.50)
'\'4-

The Plant is operatirig at full Power where wou receive the
folic ins radiation alarms: CONDENSER VACUUH PUMP DISCHARGE,
STEAM OENERATOR BLOWDOWNe und STEAM DENERATOR BLOWDOWN

'

RECOVERY.

o. What are wour i s.m edi a t e actiores? (o,5)
|

I b. For the worst caso accident in this ultuation, whu would
wou u>teect c recetor trie and safetu injection? E> eluin
wour answur as.;uselnd no ururutor action. (1.0)

i ).
c. If wou determirse that a reactor trie is i nte i n e n t , what are

v'our imme(sute actions? (4 ruuulred). (2.0)g y
qs :=i

! '. 2 e
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2.__EROCEDURES_=_WDEM&LA_eBNDEMAL4_EMEEGEWC%_AND PACE 10
RADIOLOGICAL _COWIEDL

f. QUESTION 7.05 (2.50)

The Plant shutdown procedure, OP-4, contains the following NOTE
(Rouctor betwoun 5% to 10% power): 'With the Turbine Burass -

Valve in automatic operation, the CEA's do not control primarw
SW6 tem-average temperature."

a. What is controlling Tave and rwactor Power at this Power
levu17 Explain how this control is parformed. (1.5)

b. What controls Tave and reactor rower at 50% Power leval?
Explain. (1.0)

QUESTION 7.06 (3.00)

'The following concern a loss of AC power (EOP 15):

a. The first automatic action states "all full length CEA's
should be fullw insertud's what are wou ruauired to do if this
condition is not met? (1.0)

b. In addition to the automatic action in Part (a.) above, what
automatic actions should occur? (1.5)

c. If the senerator output breakers have not telPPWd
automatica11w and if it cannot be confirmed that the turbine
stoP valves are shut, what.are wou ruuulted to do? (0.5)

.

QUESTION 7.07 (2.25) |

'

According to AOP-5 (ECCS long term cooling core flush): i
'

i4

c. Core circulation MUST be in effect within 11 hours aftur a
cold led break. Whw is a cold lug break more of problem
than a hot led break? (1.25)

b. If hot les injection :is used vice Pressurize, inJuction
how do vou ensure that the minimum 40 wpm flow rato is

achieved? (1.0)
,

|

'
i
1

, -- , . - - . . - m . - , ._
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RADIOLOGICAL _CONIE01. |
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QUESTION 7.08 1( 1. 5 0 ) . -
~

In-accordance_with EOP-3 ( L o s s, of main feedwater) each of the
followins situations reuulres reactor-Power to be reduced. What ,

is the max.imum, allowed power levw1T;(Assume 100% initial PoWur)
a. One condensatu Pump available 7 (0.5)

b. Orie condensate booster pump avai'luble (0.5)
i-

-
,

c. One huster drain rump avail'able ,, (0.5)
-

.

, .
<

' QUESTION '7.09 (1.50)>

,/4;

[ Tho following ouestions< concern the Emerseneu Diesel operations
(OI-21):

'

a. If,o diesel has been pre-lubed it should be run short1w
,thei eaf te r . What.is the reason for this precaution?' (0.5)

,

b..If,a,SIAS signal' starts the diesel' sutomaticallve the
operator is" cautioned to Paw .+ar ticulerlw close

'f .
attention

to 'two pa rameter s e Iwhos's trip furection have been buPanned.'

" What'are
i .

-

these two parameturs? (0.5)
*

4
,

,i.

,"c. What special condit. ion is reauiyed when running the

,' diusul;at sreuds.Iower than normal? . (0.5)
,

L.
~ "

], .
- -

, .-

. s. ..

-
.

'.dU,ESTION 7.10 (2 75)
'

,

'Tho'following concern notes;,in the'ICVCS operating instructioni
.

.#.Ie E

.are both letdown 'ontrol va.lves NOT used simultaneous 1wo. Whw c
',

above 1500-esia?, (1.0)<
,

,[
~

' s-

b. Prior to starting a-charding pumer after maintununco has

9 ,een performad on,the fluid /ende-what iu recuired? (0.5)

/

r,/ Explain'the nost Probable cause AND the corrective uction for
,[ ' a n inc t easin's VCT level following iuolution of the chording

/ and letdownsw]$ tem?' (1'.25)'

t 'k
w

^

i

* .

.!' o ,

1 |

j c,3
3% 7 <

. ., . . . _- . _ ___ _ . ___ __ __ . _ . .
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2.__EROCEDUEES_=_WDEMALa_eBNDEdeL2_EUEECENCY_cHD PAGE 12
RADIOLOGICAL _CONIEDL

QUESTION 7.11 (1.50)

A Re a c t o r- Coolant pump shall not be started when one or more
loop .Tc's are lwuu than 275 F unless onu of two possible -

conditons exist. What are these two conditions? (1.5)

.

m

-
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B.__cDMINISIEAIIME EROCEDUEES4_CONDIIIONSa_aWD_LIMIIcIIONS PAGE 13

GUESTION 8.01 (3.00)

Technical Specification 3.4.3 states 'two rower operated eclief
volves (PORV's) and their associatud block valves shall be
operable'. For the following situations stcte what uetion is
recuired bv this tech. spec. and within what time limit.
(Answer on1w for condtions that allow continued riant operation).

a. One or moro PORV's inoperable

b. One or more block valves increrable (3.0)

QUESTION 8.02 (1.50)

The Cc1 vert Cliffs Technicc1 Srecifications indicate that the
oeximum linear heat rate shall not exccad 15.5 KW/ft. What TWO
indications / conditions do the Tech. Seves. use to determine
whsn this limit lu excavded? (1.5)

GUESTION 8.03 (2.00)

According to the GSO standing instructions there are special
cPerating instructions when a loss of PoWor to the til D.C. bus
has occured. What are these operating instructions AND whu cre
theu necessarw? (2.0)

,

QUESTION 8 04 (2.50)

O. What is a special work Permit and how does it differ from a'

radiation work permit? (1.0)

b. Who must approve a special work Permit? (0.5)

c. Who approves radiation work Permits and hoW lond are thew
valid? (1,0)

-- ,
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8.__ADMINISIEAIIME_EROCEDURESa_COWDIIIDWSA AUD LIMIIaIIONS' PAGE 14

OUESTION 8.05 (1.50)

Fill iri the b l a rik s in the followirig statements concernind une
of procedures. (Place wour answer on uour answur sheet)

c. A charige to a fuel haredlitig procedure that was initia11v
reviewed bw POSRC shall be aPeroved bw ____________ mumbers
of the plant mariagement staf f e ut lecst _________ who holds

I an SRO license at that unit. (1.0)

b. All temporarw procedure chandes shall be reviewed bu POSRC

and thu Plant Sueurintundent within ________ daus of
implenientation. (0.5)

DUESTION 8.06 (2.50)

If while in noode 6 with the recctor vessel head removed and core
alterations in progresse the ruaetor opurator discovers that the
boron concentration of the Prinsarw sustem is 2100 rem.

a. As the shift supervisor what are wour actions as outlined
in the Tech. Specs.? (2.0)

,

b. How soon do wou have to perform these actions? (0.5)

DUESTION 8.07 (1.50) ,

The minimum water level over the tur of the reactor pressure
vossel flanse is 23 feet during movemont of irradiated fuel
casemblies and while irradiated CEA's are seated in the pressure

vossel durin:a cofueling operations. What is the basis for this
lovel? (1.5)

i
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8.__ADMINISIEAIIUE EEDCEDURES4_COWDIIIDMS4_AWD_LIMIIAIIONS PAGE 15t

QUESTION 8.08 (2.00)

For ti.e leakage coriditions shown below, iridicate whether wou

would CONTINUE TO OPERATE indufinitulu or SHUTDOWN under
-ceecific time reauirements. Assume no other leakage thuri
that listed. Considor each item separate 1w.

a. 0.5 MPm eache froh five different v&lve Fuckind dlands

b. 0.2 sem from a Th loop RTD weld

c. 1.3 wpm unknown leakage

d. 3 gem seat leakage on a Pressurizer safetw valve (2.0)

QUESTION 8.09 (3.00)

For each of the followires events explain brieflu whw the NRC
SHOULD or SHOULD NOT be notified within 1 br.

c. During instrument testing while at Powere three pressurizer
Pressure safetw channels are momentarilu Place in bunaus.

/b. While at Powere Tave momentarilw dies to 510 F snd then
returns to normal.

c. Refueling water tank level fcils below 400,000 gallons and
cannot be restored.

d. Durires surveillance testirig an exPeeted actuation of LPIS -

train A occurs. (3.0)

|

QUESTION 8.10 (2.50)

c. If a Safetw Limit has been violated, what THREE actions must
be performed? (1.5)

b. What are the TWO Safetw Limits for Calvert Cliffu unit 27 (1.0)

,

, ., , ..n, . -n. ,
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8.__eDMINISIRAIIVE_EROCEDURESA_COWDIIIONSa_AND LIMIIeIIONS PACE 16

QUESTION 8.11 (3.00)

e. What is the mi n i nium alloweble shutdown nearsin for modu 1
operation? (0.5)

b. What are the : eoui r ed actioris if the shutdown maruin is
'

determined to bw less than thu minimula allowablue while
operating i re mode 17 (1.0)

c. Give TWO reasons whw adwouatu shutdown maruin must be
maintained during ALL modes of operation. (1.5)

i

t

|

.

O

r -
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IUEEUDDYNAMICS

ANSWERS -- CALVERT CLIFFS -84/05/01-STREIER, G."

.

ANSWER 3.01 (3.00)
.

a. SAME

'

b. HIGHER

c. HIGHER
.

d. SAME

o. LOWER CO.6 wach3 (3.0)

REFERENCE
C-E Reactor Theorw PWs. 166,204-206

ANSWER 3.02 (2.00)

o. Available NPSH is actual pump suction huud minus Puut CO.53
Minimum reuuired NPSH is the NPSH ruouired to provunt
cavitation. [0.53 (1.0)

b. 1. Decreases
2. Increases (1.0)

'

REFERENCE
General Phwsics PWs. 319-320

ANSWER 5.03 (3.00)

a. The slight 1w (Wreat1w) suberitical reactor will have a

larger (smaller) increase in count rate. (1.5)

b. The slight 1w (great 1w) suberitical reactor will take a
~1onger (shortur) time to reach a stablu count rute. (1.5)

,

|REFERENCE
C-E Reactor Theorv Pgs. 147-148

|

1

_ _ _ -
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5.__IWEORY_DE WUCLEAR_E0WER_ELAMI_DEEEAIIDWa_ELUIDSa_aWD PACE 18
IWERMODYW4BICS

ANSWERS -- CALVERT CLIFFS -84/05/01-STREIER, G.

ANSWER 5.04 (3.50)
.

o. 1. Convection
2. Radiation / convection (large Duits T)
3. Conduction
4. Convection (naturs1) (2.0)

6. 1. True
DELETED---2. ---

3. False
4. True (1.5')

REFERENCE
General Phwsics PWs. 99-115

'

ANSWER 5.05 (3.50)

a. The neutron sees a significant abuurrtion cross section over a
wider rande of unurdies (decrease in the fuul self shiulding). (1.0)

b. Decrease. Eless neagative3 (0.5)

c. HTC becomes more negative C0.253 becauuv the densitw changu per
degrees-F is greater at higher temperaturen CO.753. (1.0)

'

d. HTC becomus less nusa1 ve (decreasus) C0.253 bucuuso the number
of boron atoms (roison) in the core decreases more per F
chande ut hidhur boron concentrations. C0.753 (1.0)

REFERENCE
C-E Reactor Theorw Pss. 159-168 -

'

ANSWER 5.06 (1.50)

Tomeerature rise in coolant is direct 1w ProPortionel to heat
input as lons as no phase change Lakus place. As vaporization
tekws place in the secondars, host is cdded with no chunde in
tomevrature. (1.5)

REFERENCE
General Phwsics

)
.
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5.__IWEORY_DE WUCLEAE_EDWER_ELANI DEEEDIION2_ELUIDS4_oHD PACE 19
IWERMOD%WAMICS

ANSWERS -- CALVERT' CLIFFS -84/05/01-STREIER, G.

ANSWER 5.07 (3.50)

a. When rods were inserted on1w prompt neutrons were affected
and reactor Power was stablized.CO.73 During the time that
the operator was taking critical dctar the delawed neutrons
contributed to the overall nuutron Population CO.73 thus
Power increases. (1.4)

i

b. 10 -4 % is above the point where suurev neutrons will have
a significant effect CO.73 and below the PDAH CO.73 so that
powur defect does not have anw effect.CO,.73 (2.1)

REFERENCE
C-E Reactor Theorv pss. 74-74

,

ANSWER 5.08' (1.50)

a. Fuel centerline temperature (FCT) INCREASES CO.23.
Densification reuults in fuel sh rink a:Je and an increasu in the
sae between the fuel Pellet and the sus- CO.33.

b. FCT DECREASES C0.23 fission Product gasus cause a gradual
swelling of the fuel Pellets reducing the gap between the

,

fuel and the clad CO.33.

c. FCT DECREASES CO.23 opposite reason of (a) above CO.33 (1.5)

'

i REFERENCE
Goneral Phwsics ess. 235-241

i

ANSWER 5.09 (2.00)

o. U238 (o,5)

b. Beff is the % of the delswed neutron fraction (Beta) that.

reaches thermc1 enersw. (Also accert that fast ficuion is
more effective than fast leakage) (0.5) |

|

c. LargerCO.53 due to Beta-eff at EOL decreasind due to the
increased urrect of the Pu-239 Beta. This causeu T to
decrease making SUR largerCO.53. (1,o)

,

:

1
- . - . - --

1
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5.__IWEORY_DE_WUCLEAE.EDWEE_ELOWI_DEERAIIDW2_ELUIDS4_aMD PACE 20
IWERUDDYWedICS

ANSWERS -- CALVERT CLIFFS -84/0G/01-STREIER, G.

REFERENCE
C-E Reactor Theorw Pus. 151-153

.

ANSWER U.10 (1.00)

e. False (0.5)

b. False (0.5)

REFERENCE
Goneral Phwsics eds. 163-169

4

|

.

$

f

4
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ANSWERS -- CALVERT CLIFFS -81/ 05 /01 -S T R E I ER , G.

1

ANSWER 6.01 (3.00)

o. The rod will not move ue CO.43 because the lift coil is used
to raise thu upper scisner CO.353, the rod won't fall or insert
CO.43 due to the action of the lower grierer CO.353. (1.5)

b. 1. Primaru CEA position indicating s9 stem
2. Seconderv CEA rosition indicating swstem
3. HwLrascope

4. Group Deviation4

5. rod bottom lights
6. Power dependent insertion liasi t

7. Lower ulectrie limit light C5 9 0.3 each3 (1.5)

REFERENCE
CEDS swstem description ess. 8-11

ANSWER 6.02 (3.00)

1. i, k, Je

2. fe h, i ., Je be ce d

3. ce se he le J CO.2 each3 (3.0)

.

*

4

k
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ANSWERS -- CALVERT CLIFFS -81/05/01-STREIER, G.

ANSWER 6.03 (3.50)

o. 1. Haster trip solenoid valvo is tripped
.

2. mechanical trie valve is triered

3. FWRV's close and bsPass valves so to 5% flow position
~

4. Loss of load trip

5. Trip signal sent to the Steam burass and Atmosrhere dump
valves. C4 0 0.5 each3 (2.0)

,
b. 1. Mechanical trip valve is reset

2. Haster trip valve resats

3. Emersonew trip Pressure solenoid is deenerdi::ed, removing
the hudraulic lock in signal.

4. Intermediate stop valves oPen. C3 0 0.5 each3 (1.5)

REFERENCE
Unit i Turbine swstem descrirtion ess. 36-38

I

ANSWER 4.04 (1.50)
'

1. Eithwr the turbine AFW.line flow or the motor driven AFW
line flow to the steam denerator iu > 100dem CO.753

2. A 200 Psid or hisher differential Pressure existu between
the steam senerator and the combined AFW line to the steam
senerator CO.753 (1.5)

REFERENCE
Aux. Feedwater swstem description rs. 8-

.

' ' ' ' '-
__ _ . _ _ . _ _ . _ _ . _ _ _ . _
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ANSWERS -- CALVERT CLIFFS -84/05/01-STREIER, G.

ANSWER 6.05 (2.50)

e. 1. Reactor power CO.253-generated bw the TH/LP calculatorCO.253 .

2. ASI C0.253-frum the nuclvar instruments CO.253

3. CEA Function CO.253-fixed inrut from the sefetu unalvsis
CO.253 (1.5)

b. A channel trip occurs if the exial shcre index (YI) exceeds
a positive or nudative limiting value CO.53 of the power-
dependent i nse r tiore limits (YP or YN) [0.53 (1.0)

REFERENCE ,

Rosetor protection swstem description eg. 21

ANSWER 6.06 (3.50)

c. The atmospheric dunes will not oren because the turbine is
not tripped C0.733. The steam bwpass valvus will modulate
to control steam Pressure at 895 psia CO.753 (1.5)

b. Whun reactor power lu > 43% CO.53 thu RRS will supp1w a uuick-
opening signal to open the stusm dump and bupass vcives
rapid 1w CO.33. When Tava drops buluu 548 F the uulek-upen
signal clears CO.53. As teurerature decreases the valves
will modulate shut unt,11 thew aru complete 19 shut at 335 F
with exception of the bwpass valves which will modulatu to
control 900 Puia/535 F C0.53. (2.0)

.

REFERENCE
Main Steam and MSIV swstem description ass. 16-24

ANSWER 6.07 ( .25)

b

REFERENCE
Roactor protection swstem description eg. 74

. . .-. . - - .- .- ,
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ANSWERS -- CALVERT CLIFFS -81/05/01-STREIER, G.

ANSWER 6.08 (1 25)

a. Provides the abilitw to check radiation lovels in containment
under accident conditions. (0.25)

b. Located on the 73 foot level CO.23, one near the stean
senerator 52 Co.43 and one nuar the prouuurizer CO.43. (1.0)

REFERENCE
Rodistion monitoritig swstum description eg. 13'

i ANSWER 6.09 (2.25)

o. 1. Boric acid Pumps start CO.253

2. Chargind Pumps start CO.253

3. Boric acid storage tank is lirsed up to inject buric ueid
CO.253

4. VCT makeur stop valve C0.253 and outlet valve shut CO.253

5. Letdown linu loop isolation valve shuts C0.253 (1.5)

b. 1. Two service water Punies start CO.253

2. The service water heat o>tchander saltwater outlut valve
opens CO.253

3. The turbine building SRW isolatiori valve shuts CO.253 (0.75)

REFERENCE
ESFAS swstem description PWe 9

ANSWER 6.10 (1.25)

o. 2.6 DPH 10 4 % to 15% power. (0.60)

b. Bulow - high nolsu level. Above othur Protvetion, variable-

over Power, high press. (0.65)

REFERENCE !
'

CCNPP sws.dese. 59

. _ .-
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,

1

CALVERT CLIFFS -84/0G/01-STREIER, G.ANSWERS --

ANSWER 6.11 (3.00)

a. Prevents reactor operatiores when DNBR < miriimum d e s i d ri C.33 .

b. Provents peak local power from damaulnd core (KW/FT fuel
c e n te r 11 rie meltt.33

c. Protect fuel cladding agairist recetivitu v>:cursions to rceid to be
Protueted bw high pressure or TH/LP (CEA uJuction) C.33

d. uncontrolled CEA withdraws 1 or baron dilution incident durins
startup or verv low power levuls C.33

c. Prevevt excessive blowdown of RCS bu a PORV or safetu valve orening
to prevent the reactor from senucating re c r u host than can be rumoved
bw the steam Wenerators C.33 i

f. ensures the RX is triPPPed on conditions which reuuire safetw
injection C.33

c. loss of feedwater accident,cssures RCS Pressure does not execed
design C.33

h. Protects against excessivelv high steem flow caused bw a major
steam leak C.33

1. DNB core Protection on a sudden flow decrease C.33
J. Permits the operator to trip when the reactor should be tripped

Prior to an autonctic or anw other condition conducive to scretw
C.33 (3.0)

REFERENCE -

CCNPP sws. dese. 459

I

,

|
|
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2*__EROCEDURES_=_NDEdeLa_4BNDEUAL2_EMERGEWCX_AND PACE 26
EADIOLOCICAL_CONIEOL

ANSWERS -- CALVERT CLIFFS -84/05/01-STREIER, C.

ANSWER 7.01 (2.50)
.

o. 1. Notifw the corit rol room cred ecss the word of the incidunt
in the containment.

2. Insure the safetw of anw fuel beiros handled and evacuate
the cuntainment.

3. Initiate a contairement radiation sigriel.

4. Shift the four containment cooling fans to fast sesud with
maximum cooling water flow.

5. Start all available containment iodinu filturs.
CO.4 cach3 (2.0)

b. Insuru the charcoal filters in the fuwl handling area

ventilation exhaust swstem are i ts survice. (0.5)
.

REFERENCE
E0P-7 es. 2

4
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BADIOLOGICAL_COWIROL

ANSWERS -- CALVERT CLIFFS -84/0G/01-5TREIER: G.'

ANSWER 7.02 (1 50)
.

c. 1. LPSI Pune tries

2. Sume valves open

3. Mini-flow.recirc valves shut

4. Salt water inist valve to CCS heat onchanuar opens

5. Salt water outlet vc1ve from the CCS huas exchandur returns
to its pre-incident Position.

6. Service water HX saltwater outivt returns to its Pre-
incident roution. C5 9 0.3 vach3 (1.5)

b. ---- DELETED -----

.

l .

L>0C / N>XT / P>G / D>

,

REFERENCE
ESFAS Swstem Description res. 105-108

!

ANSWER 7.03 (1.50)

c. Week 1w 300 mren,

'

Quarter 1w 2.0 Rem
Yearlw 4.0 Rem (0.9)

b. Immediatw sueurvisor
General supervisor and General supervisur-radiation sufutw
General supervisor and General Supervisor-radi3 tion Saf9tw (0.4)

|

REFERENCE l

CCI-800A pas. 9-10

!

1
|
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2.__ERDCEDURES =_WORMALa_ABWORdeL2_EMERGENCX aWD PACE 28
RADIOLOGICAL _CONIROL

ANSWERS -- CALVERT CLIFFS -84/03/01-STREIER, C.

ANSWER 7.04 (3.50)
-.

o. Erisure blowdown recoverw swutom has diverted to the Misc.
waste processins sustes. (0.5)

I

b. Double ended rupture would cause TM/LP trie

:
PRZ umpties and 3I starts when sustum prusu. ruaches
(1578 psia). (1.0)

!

c. If time permits -

1. Check all operable chargins rumps are running.'

1 2. Reduce primarw swstem temperature (to below 537"F) und
Primarw press. bw insertins CEA's.,

3. Manuallu trip the reactor and turbine upon ruevivins
i TM/LP Pretrir.

4. Maintain Pressurizer 3cvel > 101 iriches. [0.5 euch3 (2.0)

;

REFERENCE
E0P 4 PWs. 3-4

ANSWER 7.05 (2.50)

o. Tave controlled bw bwress valves set 9 900t which is saturation
for 532 F. CEA's control reactor power with evactivitw
addition or removal. (1.5)

,

b. Reactor Power contro11ud bw steam demand. Tave controlled bw'

rod movement. (1.0)

REFERENCE
OP-4 kg. 3

2

|
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RADIOLDOICAL_CONIROL

ANSWERS -- CALVERT CLIFFS -84/05/01-STREIER, G.

ANSWER 7.06 (3.00)
.

c. Increase RCS borors concurs t r a tiors bw 200 Pem for each
full lunsth CEA that is not fullu insurted. (1.0)

b. 1. Turbine has tri, Ped and the generator outpute end excitur
field breakurs have tripped C1.23

2. Diesel generators have started CO.33 (1.5)
:

c. Shut the MSIV's (0.5)

i

REFERENCE
E0P-15 ed. 2

ANSWER 7.07 (2.25)

o. Because the cold les break allows the safetw injection water
to bwedss the core C0.733, allowing the boric acid to
crwstallize C0.253 and restrict core cooling flow CO.253. (1.25)

a

b. The calculated difference between RCS Pressure and containment
I pressure c a ritio t exceed 160 paid. (1.0)

REFERENCE
'

AOP-5 PWs. 1-2

ANSWER 7.08 (1.50)

o. 50% (0.5)

b. 70% (0.5)

c. 80% (0.5)

REFERENCE
E0P-3 es. 2

|

|
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RADIOLOGICAL _CONIROL

ANSWERS -- CALVERT CLIFFS -84/05/01-STREIER, C.

ANSWER 7.09 (1.50)
.

c. To preclude the oil trarred above the urrer culinders
leakins east the rings into the e:mbustlun space. (0.5)

b. 1. Jacket coolant temperature

2. Jccket coolant Pressure (0.5)

c. Must remove the excitation from the denovator field (0.5)

REFERENCE
01-21 es. 1

ANSWER 7.10 (2.75)

c. Operations with both valves above 1500 rsia will cauuo nevere
thermal transiunts in thu lotdown uwstem. (1.0)

b. Fluid end must be vented Prior to Pu2P operations. (0.5)

c. RCP sual leakoff CO.753, open VCT drain va.ve (CVC-141)

or isolate RCP bleedorf CO.53. (1.25)

REFERENCE
OI-2A esse 2,4e18

,

ANSWER 7.11 (1.50)

1. The Pressurizer water volume is less than 150 inches indicated
level. CO.753 -

2. The secondarw water temperature of each steam generator is
less than 46 F above RCS temperature in the reactor vessel

CO.753 (1.5)

REFERENCE
01-1A Pss. 3-4
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ANSWERS -- CALVERT CLIFFS -84/05/01-STREIER, G. i

ANSWER 8.01 (3.00)

c. Within one hour CO.53 wither restore the PORV(s) to oncruble
status CO.53 or close the associated block valve (u) und
remove power from the block valve CO.53. (1.5)

b. W1 thin one hour CO.53 wither restore the block valves to
operable status CO.53 or close the block valves and remove
power from the block valvus CO.53. (1.5)

REFERENCE
Calvert Cliffs Tech. Srees. Ps. 3/4 4-4

ANSWER 8.02 (1.50)

o. Four or.more coincident incore channel alarms
b. ASI outside of the Power dependent control limits (1.5)

REFERENCE
Calvert Cliffs Tech Srecs. PW. 3/4 2-1

.

ANSWER 8.03 (2.00),
,

An operator must be stationed at the unit 2 turbine front '

otondard CO.53 in direct communication with the control room
CO.53. This is due to no automatic trip of the turbine CO.53
and loss of all comote and automatic uluctrical trip functions
CO.53. (2.0)

.

REFERENCEi

| GSO Standing instructions 83-12
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CALVERT CLIFFS -81/05/01-STREI'ER, G.ANSWERS --

ANSWER 8.04 (2.50)

a. Special work Permits are short term cuthorizations to ,

perforis a specific Job CO.53 vice a radiation work permit
which covers routine work for extended time periods. [0.53 (1.0)

6. 1. Originating work supervisor
2. Rad-con (0.5)

c. Approved b; Supe rviso r-Radia tion control and Genural vueurvisor
radiatiori saf etw Co.53. Valid for one wear E0.53 (1.0)-

REFERENCE
CCI-800A ess. 25-27

ANSWER 8.05 (1.50)

o. two, one (1.0)

b. 14 (0.5)

REFERENCE
CCI-101I Pd. 4

ANSWER 8.06 (2.50)
'

O. Suspend all operatiors irivolving curo citurations or positive
reactivitw chanuus C1.03. Initiate and continue boration
at > 40 mPm of 2300 pre borie ccid until Kuff is < 0,95
(or baron concentration is >2300 erm) C1 03 (2.0)

b. Immediate1w (0.5)
,

REFERENCE
Calvert Cliffs Tech. Specs. Ps. 3/4 9-1

f.NSWER 8.07 (1.50)

The restrictions are nii n i mum wctor level ensures thet uufficient
water dupth is available to remove 99% of the assumud 10% iodine
cce activitw teleaswd from the rupture of en irrudiated fuel
cosemb1w. (1.5).
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ANSWERS -- CALVERT CLIFFS -84/05/01-STREIER, G.

REFERENCE
Colvert Cliffs Toch. Srecs. eg. B3/4 9-3

ANSWER 8.08 (2.00)

o. continue to operate

b. shutdown

c. shutdown

J d. continue to operate CO.5 each3 (2.0)

! REFERENCE
Colvert Cliffs Tech. Srecs. pg 3/4 4-14

:

ANSWER 8.09 (3.00)

o. Should report CO.353 since it Prevented RPS from fulfillins
its safetw function CO.43

b. No report Co.353 needed when an action statement fer LCO is
entered C0.43

c. Should report CO.353 shutdown due to incbility to meet LCO
action statement ruauiremontCO.43

.

d. No report CO.353 for ESF vetuation during surveillance
testing CO.43 (3.0)'

i REFERENCE
Colvert Cliffs Tech. Specs. and CCI-118J PW. 1
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*

ANSWERS -- CALVERT CLIFFS -81/05/01-STREIERe G.

ANSWER 8.10 (2.50)

c. 1. Facilitw placed in at least hot standbu within one hour.

2. NRC operations center notified bw phonu as soon as
possible and in all cases within one hour.

3. Safetw limit violation report shall be erupared

C3 6 0.5 each3 (1.5)

b. 1. The combination of thermal powere pressurizar pressure
and hishest Tc shell not exceed thw limits of the T. S.

curve (2 1-1) CO.53

2. RCS pressure shall not exceed 2750 esia CO.53 (1.0)

REFERENCE
Colvert Cliffs Tech. Srecs. rus. 4-13 and 2-1

ANSWER 8.11 (3.00)

c. 5.2% dK/K CUnit 23 4.3% dK/K Cunit 13 (0,5)

b. Immediatv1w initiate and continus boration ut > 40 una of 2300
een boric acid solution until SDH is rectured. (1~.0)

c. 1. The reactor can bu made suberitical from all opuratins
conditions.

2. The reactivitw transients associated with postulated
accident conditions are controllable within acceptable

.
,

| limits. -

| 3. The reactor will be maintained sufficient 1w suberitical
to preclude inadvurtent criticalitw in thu shutdownr

condition. Canw 2 8 0.75 each3 (1.5)

I REFERENCE
| Colvert Cliffs Tech. Spect res. 3/4 1-1 and B3/4 1-1
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